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))% VOLU ME LI holt),). There is a great temptation, when working audio-lingually with children, to place exaggerated emphasis upon the learning of nouns, with a resultant impoverishment of strated by means of simple but graphic stick figure drawings and suitable conversational material woven around the situations depicted.
Similarly, positive and negative verbal commands can be presented in the form of games that greatly facilitate their mastery. The one described below is merely illustrative; an imaginative teacher would have no difficulty in devising many more along the same lines.
Tira lit pelota. Object: to familiarize the student with positive and negative familiar command forms of regular -ar verbs. First, pupils are taught the following rhyme, while the teacher manipulates a large, colorful ball so that the rhyme is associated with its meaningful dramatization: "Tengo una pelota que salta y que bota porque no está rota. iTirala otra vez!" At the appropriate point in the rhyme, the teacher throws the ball to a child who will in turn bounce the ball until he reaches the final line, when he must toss the ball to another.
When this much has been thoroughly mastered, a variation is introduced into the game. The children are told that upon throwing the ball to a classmate, they may instruct that person either to bounce the ball or not to bounce it, as they choose. Thus, if the recipient of the ball hears "iRebota la pelota!", he proceeds as before, bouncing the ball while reciting the rhyme.
But if he is told, "iNo rebotes la pelotal", then he must immediately pass the ball to a classmate, telling him whether or not he is to bounce the ball.
While this operation may seem needlessly simple-minded, the response of youngsters up to the age of ten or eleven is gratifying enthusiastic. It is a game that a great many have been known to take home with them, and the repetitions thus secured will, when reinforced by one or two other games employing the use of positive and negative commands, secure the habitual employment of the -a, -es morphemes. With little difficulty, similar games can be invented to expedite the teaching of prepositions and adverbs.
In the elaboration of any languageteaching technique intended for use with young children, it is important to avoid drilling in a vacuum; drill that is unrelated to the child's immediate experience is not only boring but largely unproductive.
Drill responses not made meaningful within the context of an activity situatian all too easily become nothing more than mindless chanting. To the extent that a teacher succeeds in engaging the child's intellect, senses, and motor abilities in the process, he may be reasonably certain that language learned will be functional and not easily forgotten.
It is likewise in the pre-reading period that the Spanish teacher will be compelled to anticipate and seek solutions to another problem that arises from the Englishspeaking child's speech and reading habits in his native language. Numerous authorities in the field of English reading have observed that American children are inclined to focus their attention upon the foreparts and middleparts of words, displaying considerably greater accuracy in these areas than in endin_gs.2 This tendency, transferred to a highly inflected language such as Spanish, can present a formidable obstacle to the youthful learner. Indeed, unless adequate steps are taken to correct this defect, verb and adjective agreement may never be handled acceptably. Here again, rhyme is valuable because it focuses attention upon endings. The teacher will of course insist that students listen carefully and pronounce with the greatest accuracy of which they are capable to increase their sensitivity to sounds within words. At this point, a brief explanation in English of the necessity for "hearing words through to see how they end" can pay handsome dividends in increased accuracy and fluency.
Great care must also be exercised to assure that the child maintains proper patterns of stress within words as they are combined to form complete utterances. Misplaced stress is a frequently encountered problem at this stage of learning and is one that often plagues children whose performance is, in every other respect, excellent. Illustrative of this is the difficulty experienced with the verb estd when it appears in sentence context. In isolation, the word will be correctly pronounced with stress on the fmal syllable; yet when the student is required to procluce an utterance such as, "Pimo esti Ud.?", the accent shifts to the first syllable. This error is often accompanied by an analogous shift in accent in usted, and probably results from a strong inclination on the part of the child to make the phrase conform to the regular sing-song rhythm of a trochaic stress pattern. For these reasons, the imaginative teacher may find that at least in the beginning he is better advised to create much of his own reading material. The author has found that the folk story approach has certain distinct advantages that are further enhanced by the availability of excellent film editions of classics such as Los tres osos, La gallinita roja, and Caperucita roja.4 The selection of a film such as Los tres osos as thc point of departure for an initial reading experience provides the teacher with a fine audio-visual aid to teaching and reinforcement which has the additional happy consequence of exciting student enthusiasm for the material.
Once students have been prepared audio- When children have made a reasonably good start in learning to read, the Spanish teacher all too often retires to the background and trusts that the process will continue to move forward of its own momentum, limiting himself to correcting mispronunciations as they occur, facilitating and checking comprehension through questioning. Yet it is precisely at this stage that the teacher's real work properly begins: assuring that reading skills are consolidated and that new vocabulary does not languish and disappear.
In line with current pedagogical practice, based upon research which indicates that an analytic approach is to be preferred to the older synthetic method, the child has learned whole words, comprehended within the context of short, meaningful units. Hopefully, such a method of presentation assures that reading will, from the very beginning, function for the child as a tool of communication rather than as a somewhat irritating form of puzzle decipherment. Yet the question of comprehension is a complicated one, and the situation described by Buswell in his pioneering research effort is one that persists in many Spanish classrooms today, though for different reasons. The oral reading of foreign languages presents an interesting problem for study because there are two distinct difficulties involvedone the difficult), of comprehending what is read and the other the difficulty of properly pronouncing the words. One of the most interesting observations made during the investigation relates to the attitude of students toward comprehension in oral reading. Although in every case they were directed to read the paragraph orally to find out what it was about, one of the most common responses of the students when the comprehension quesions were asked was as follows: "I was paying special attention to the pronunciation of the words and I didn't get the meaning?' This was generally offered as a perfectly satisfactory excuse and no apologies were made for the explanation. Furthermore, this explanation was obtained not only from the elementary-school pupils but also from the highschool and college students . . . This is . . radically different from the concept that reoling is essentially a process of comprehension a process of fusing word units into thought aoles ...5
The reason adduced by Buswell for this failure to comprehend when reading orally was the then current practice of meaningless English declamation in American classrooms; today this custom no longer exists, but the nature of audio-lingual training and concern with accuracy of pronunciation in the foreign language pose a difficulty very similar to that faced by the students in Buswell's experiment. Several means of helping the child cope with this dilemma suggest themselves. The teacher will of course emphasize the idea that reading is above all an informationgetting process and stress the need to read for meaning. He will make frequent pauses in the reading of a passage to assess student understanding through skillfully worded questions that do not require that the student use Spanish matively to frame an original utterance (something that very few beginners are able to do) but only that he have understood what he has read to the extent that he can answer with material lifted from the text. in addition, it is essential to allow a few moments for silent perusal of new material before requiring that it be read aloud. In this way, the child is not asked to read for meaning and concentrate upon correct pro. nunciation simultaneously, but is permitted to fix his attention upon first one and then the other of two very different skills.
Once the teacher feels that youngsters are comfortable in their reading and show evidence of fluency and comprehension, he should begin to devote some class time to word analysis, vocabulary drill, and phonic practice. If satisfactory progress is to be maintained, attention must be given to the development of certain critical and analytical skills. As Gray contends, "Most of the evidence now available supports the view that guidance in word discrimination should be provided from the beginning, with increasing emphasis as the pupil advances on word attack skills."6 A.nd Gertrude Hildreth notes that "Children make faster progress when they learn to watch for recurring syllables and words within 9In a typical si/abario, the children are first introduced to the sounds of the vowels in isolation. The vowels are then combined with consonants and with each other in a presentation of progressive difficulty (first the so-called directas, then the inversas, followed by the compuestas and otherwise dificiles). Throughout, learning is facilitated by colorful illustrations that help make new word meanings clear.
